TIle multiple-choice continuous knapsack problem is dermed as follows: maximize z = ~n ~~i CjJ' XiJ'
Introduction
The multiple-choice continuous knapsack ppoblem P is described as follows: Here the denominators of (1.6) are allowed to be 0 with the convention that c c'
for any a', c', c >0,
c c' (j~(j if and only if c ~C' for any c, c' >0.
The following property proved in [6] is also helpful to understand the structure of P.
P has an optimal solution such that at most (1. 9) one variable x . . satisfies 0 < x . . < 1.
1.-J 1.-J

NP-Co'mpleteness ofp
The NP-completeness of P defined in (1.1) is proved from the NP-completeness of the following ordinary 0-1 knapsack problem (e.g., [1, 8] x' is obviously feasible, and the optimality of x O implies Proof: Follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, since PE NP is obvious and the 0-1 knapsack problem Q, which is known to be NP-comp1ete, is transformed to a special case of P (i.e., Pis NP-hard).
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However, P is not NP-comp1ete in the strong sense (defined in [4] ). This is because a pseudo polynomial algorithm for P can be constructed in a manner similar to the ordinary 0-1 knapsack problem by making use of dynamic programming.
LP Relaxation of P and its Dual
In order to develop approximate algorithms in the subsequent sections, we introduce the LP (linear Programming) relaxation P of P and its dual problem.
We list here only necessary results; see [6] for the detailed discussion.
P: maximize z = I~=lt;~lciJ.xij (3.1) n m· subject to Ii=lIj~lCifij ",b 
For a given A, the optimal value V(A) of D is trivially given by (3. 3) 
04:
05.
If v' ~ 0, go to D5; else return to D3 after letting k +-k -1. 
where i satisfies An optimal solution x = (xII' x I2 "'" xnm of P is given by n t By assumption (1.7), DUAL(P) always satisfies v' ~O in D4 before k is set to O. If DUAL(P) is applied to a problem not satisfying (1.7), k is set to 0 in D4. In this case, we can conclude that by employing the fast median finding algorithm in such a manner as used in [Z, 11] . The details are not given here, however, since the time requirement of this portion is dominated by others in the approximate algorithms described in the subsequent sections.
Approximate Solutions by Rounding
Based on the LP optimal solution x obtained by (3.16) (if (3.15) is the case, P is solved), we here construct three approximate solutions of P, x(l),
x(Z) and x(3). These will be used in the approximate algorithms discussed in Section 5-7.
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T. Ibaraki x(l) and x (2) are given as follows.
(4.1)
The objective values of these solutions are respectively given by
To define the third approximate solution x(3), note that ~ and J-l given 
is not in L), where k' >k by (4.4), and let (4.5)
where j.(k') is given by (3.13) with k: replaced by k' in its definition. Then 
(i.e., the first portion in i of (3.16». We first show that
where e is given by (3.14) . (Note that a, 
is an optimal solution of P which is P with the right hand side b replaced by
is the optimal value of P. Since x is also an LP optimal solution of P, we have (4.14)
This follows from the LP duality theory be,:ause P is obtained from the LP re- (2) 
holds. This proves that z(T)/z =max[z(l)/z, z(2)/Z] takes its minimum when z(l) =z
(where e is given by (4.17»
1.-J- The last formula of (4.18) takes its minimum (13+3)/4 when 0 = (13+1)/2 holds.
(13+3)/4 is greater than 3/4 because 0 < 13 < 1.
0
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In closing this section, we show that x{T) is computed in O{N) time after DUAL{P) is executed. x{l) and x(2) are trivially obtained in O{N) time. To obtain AI of (4.5), DUAL{P) is slightly modified. First 
Approximate Algorithm by Breadth-l Search
The approximate algorithm by breadth-l search first obtains the LP optimal solution x of P by applying DUAL(P). If x is feasible in P (i.e., (3.15) holds or 8=0 in (3.16», then P is solved. Otherwise (Le., (3.16) with 8>0),
x(T) is calculated and a new problem
is generated, where X=p:;> (7-1, 
(T) (T)
Otherwise calculate x h and its value zh of Q h and let 
Since xl is not feasible, x(l), x(2) and ;1:;(3) are computed for Ql:
is not computed, and z(3) =-00,
The result for x(3) follows since k' =4 (because cll/a ll
and hence x 12 =x 2l = 1, x 22 = 0 is an optim3.l solution as noted in the footnote given to D4 of DUAL(P). The optimal valu'~ is z~=c12+c2l
This is stored as z~T). APPRXBl(P) then terminates. z(B) is given by (5.5)
On the other hand, it is easy to show that
are an optimal solution of P and its value, Le.,
The left hand side approaches to 3/4 when both a. and 8 tend to infinity in such a way that 8/ a. .... ° holds. 0
Although the problem P in the above Jroof has n = 2 and m l =m 2 = 2, it can 42 
is assumed by property (1.9). Problem P Jl
=P(D t
, Et' Ft) is actually constructed from P as follows:
Let the resulting set of index pairs be G t .
( A5. Select a variable x., ., satisfying
is defined in (i) above). Two cases are possible.
(a) If IFtl =0, generate three partial problems as follows:
P t2 =P(DR,' ER,u{(i', j')}, FR,) P t3 =P(D t , ER,' {(i', j')}).
Return to A2 after letting .91 + d u {PR, , Pt , Pt } -{Po}. be the priority order in the selection of x". 'J" in (6.5), i. e., c. . <?: C. " <?:
1-2J2
If no PR, generated in APPRXBK(P, K) is solved by APPRXBl(PR,) or satisfies ZR,~Z (i.e., neither (1) nor (2) are generated in APPRXBK(P, K). This is easily proved from the generation mechanism of APPRXBK.
Next note that at least one partial problem generated from PR, in A5 con- If K is set to 1 in APPRXBK(P, K), it halts after testing only the original problem P. Thus breadth-K search with K=l is the same as breadth-l search discussed in Section 5. Fig. 1 shows typical search trees of generated partial problems when K is set to 2 and 3. [n the figure, each node represents a partial problem; the top node represents the original problem P. A node PR,'
is placed below PR, with a connecting edge if PR,' is generated from PR, in A5.
The next theorem summarizes the results for the computational complexity.
The quality of z(A) will be discussed in the next section. Proof: First assume that P has an optimal solution xo = (x~.) with at
1.-J
where IFI $1 and ID uFI $K-1. Assume that a PR, =P (D, E, F) with some E is generated in APPRXBK(P, K), since zA =zo has already been attained if an ancestor PR,' of PR, in the search tree (as shown in Fig. 1 ) is terminated by condition (1) or (2) 
g+l (see (4.8» for Qg+l. In this case, however, where 8 =pJ(J-l, J)a~~ l/c~~ 1. This is derived by using the same argument as (7.8) x~_...,_ 1=1 (Le., I ii , J;:-l) = (it I , jt ' ) for some K~t~T).
If there is no tion of Q H and that ii exists.
such n, the LP optimal solu.tion of Q H is also an optimal sol\1-
Obviously Qii contains an optimal solution x O of P, and its X value (denoted Xii) satisfies 
where S = p .. (J-l , ;] )a .. -: l/C"7-: 1. Here \'( . . ) DC .. +C~~ are introduced because
• «i, j) EDo) and x~~ are fixed to 1. The term (a.,-: l-e)p"7(j-l, j)
which is in (4.18) and (7.5) (it comes from C discussed in (4.10) and (4.11» disappears in (7.8) because C~"I may be included in C of (4.10). Since c~~;::
..... 1 and c .. ;::C"7-: 1 for (i,j) EDo, the right hand side of (7.11) is further
where a. =c-:-;/c"7000; and S =a-:-;/a"7-; 1. a and S satisfy 1 :?:a. > S > O. By direct
calculation, it can be shown that (7.12) attains its minimum when S +0 and
Substituting these into (7.12), we obtain
This proves (7.7) because Z 2 s z and El (A) ;:: El iT) . In particular this implies X.,., =0 «i', i') EFo) since (7.8) (7.10) are not
1-sJ S S S
IC satisfied i f i' =i and j' =;}-1 (Le., X h -=c., .,/a., .,) (hence we have X. , . , =0 added.
Note also that E=>E", holds. By (7.8), Pi contains an optimal solution of P. We now show that x~, ., = 0 still holds in the LP optimal solution x' of 'l-sJ s Pi. First note that (7.17) holds for x (b;~ is defined in (6.4» sinee the computation of x for ~ has terminated at p;: (J-l , J) by assumption. This means that the computation of DUAL (Pi) terminates at some Bk which is ;.ocated to the right of Pi (J-l, J) in list L, because condition X"7~ 1 =1 is further added.
since c., .,/a.,., is located to the left of p:
Next construct the following problem (7.18) by deleting E' from E U E' • P~ also contains an optimal solution of P. The LP optimal solution x" of P~' also satisfies x'! . = 0 since P~' is less constrained A1thouth p~ is not generated in
the next problem is generated.
(7.19)
Now compare P~ and P;. Since Xi~j ~ = 0 holds in the LP optimal solution of p~, forcing x.,., to 0 in P~ does not introduce any additional restriction.
'l-sJs 10 Therefore we have (7.20) .
where z"(z+) is the LP optimal value of P~(P;).
Consequently, it follows that
,:,(A) /zO ~z (A) /;,,, (since P" contains an optimal solution of P) (7.21) where zO is the optimal value of P.
Proof: Assume X.,.,==X.,.,= .
•. =x., ., =1,
Et ={(i, j) I (i, j) tDt and (i, j) has a higher priority than (iX_I' jX-l) in (6.7)}.
Pt contains an optimal solution x O of P, and furthermore Pt is generated in l.me, were z l.S e optl.ma va ue of P.
Proof: First note that (7.23)
Thus breadth-r 4 ( : 2) 1 search gives an approximate solution x (A) satisfying 
and 13 > 0 is an arbitrarily small positivE! number. a satisfies Parameters relevant to performing APPRXBK(P, K) are arranged below in the nondecreasing order.
In addition, the following tie breaking rules are adopted.
(1/13
(i) When DUAL(P) is carried out on list L (which is (7.27) with 0il/a,:l (i=l, 2, ... , K--l) deleted) from the right,oK_l,faK_l,l is selected before PK(l, 2) though these have the same value. Then the following LP optimal solution x and its value z of P are obtained.
(7.29)
;~il =1, i=l, 2, ... , K-l, x'i2=0, i=l, 2, ... , K-2 j:Kl =1-9, x K2 =9 and 9 = (1-0.)/(1-13) -13) o -(this is obviously optimal because z = z).
Next consider partial problems P~ generated in APPRXBK(P, X). First note that two problems (7.31) are generated solution x(B) , 1) , (2, 1) , ... , (X-I, I)} , cjl, cjl) 1 P~ =P ({(l, 1) , (2, 1) , ... , (X-2, I )} , cjl, { (X-I, 1) }) 2 by the above rule (if) . These have the following approximate and its value z(B).
(B)
.
Note also any ancestor of P~l or P~2 has the same z(B). In all partial problems P~ except for those mentioned above, at least one xi'l (1 <oi' <oX-I) is fixed to O. Therefore the objective value z~B) of such P~ is bounded above by 1 (X-I) +1+y';Z (assuming xiI =1 (i '" i'), x i '2 =1 and x i j =0 (7.33) for all other (i, j»
Consequently, we have
(by (7.25». D
Discussion
Although the multiple-choice continuous knapsack problem is NP-complete as shown in Theorem 2.3, it seems to be a rather tractable one compared with other NP-complete problems. Exact optimal solutions can be obtained quite efficiently by a branch-and-bound algorithm as reported in [6] , and good approximate solutions can be obtained in polynomial time as shown in this paper.
As noted previously, the discrete 0-1 version of our problem has been studied in several papers. In particular, [3, 11] contain polynomially bounded approximate algorithms. Such algorithlns may also be used as approximate algorithms for our continuous version. For a given error bound £ > 0, the algorithm of [3] requires O(N ri-l l logn ) time, while the algorithm of [11] requires O(nN) time. The latter is substantially faster than the former as £ well as than our breadth-K approach, in t':te sense of the worst case time bound.
Judging from our limited experience, however, we believe that the breadth-K search method is at least competitive wit::t the algorithm of [11] in the sense of the average computation time for the following reasons.
(1) The number H of the problems Q h solved in breadth-l search applied to a partial problem p~ (generated in breadth-K search algorithm) is very small (typical values of H observed in the experiment of [6] are les.3 than 5 even for problems of N~lOOO).
(2) The number of the generated partial problems p~ should also be very small by the fact that surprisingly accurate approximate value zi B ) and the upper bound z~ are usually obtained for each p~ (typical errors from the exact optimal value are less tha'n 0.001% as reported in [6] ); hence most P ~ are terminated by (1) or (2) of Step A3.
Recently, approximate algorithms for various combinatorial optimization problems receive intensive attention (e.g., [4, 7, 13, 14] ). The idea of breadth-K search seems to be applicable to) many other problems as well, with suitable modifications incorporated.
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Thus J i can be obtained by calculating the maximum subset J which does not contain a k9., satisfying (AI). This is done by the following algorithm. 57 The algorithm starts with J = {I, 2,,, .. , m i } and, at each iteration, eliminates from J an element k9., satisfying (AI). Let k9., always denote the 9.,-th element from the left in J (Le., the 9.,-th smallest element).
Algorithm DOM(P, i) For notational simplicity, assume that list (Bl) is given for a set of dominant indices (B2) Assume further that (B3) holds and j9., is deleted from J to obtain J' ={1, 2, ••• , j9.,-l' j9.,+l'···' m i }· All nodes are defined to be uncovered. The following operation MERGE is then repeated as long as possible.
MERGE: Take any two uncovered nodes (p, q) and (q, 1') (p <q <1') such that and (q, 1') are now covered and (p, 1') is uncovered. Under these assumptions, it is easy to see that the graph obtained after (1) above is exactly the union of G~ and G~. Thus G! is obtained by adding 
Fig. B2. Position of (t, jl+l) and generation of (s, jl+l) (broken edges indi cate the newly genE!rated part).
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